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Abstract 
Let H be a Hopf algebra, and A an H-comodule algebra. It is well known that the functor 
sending a relative (A, H)-module to its module of coinvariants has a left adjoint, the induction 
functor. If H is a cosemisimple Hopf algebra over a field k, then we show that the coinvariant 
functor also has a right adjoint. Applications of this coinduction functor are given. 
0. Introduction 
Let H be a Hopf algebra and A an H-comodule algebra. If AcoH denotes the algebra 
of coinvariants of A, AC’@ the category of left AcOH-modules, ,+MH the category of 
(A, H)-Hopf modules, and (.)coH : p%fH + Aroma? is the functor sending M E A~H to 
the module of coinvariants McoH , then it is well known that the functor (e )coH has a left 
adjoint, which is called the induced functor Ind = A OAco~o: ache&’ + *AH. (see 
[6,7, lo]). The purpose of this note is to construct a right adjoint for (.)coH in the case 
H is a cosemisimple Hopf algebra over the field k and the antipode of H is bijective. 
We also give standard applications of this functor to the study of the structures of 
injective envelopes and simple objects in the category *AH. The corresponding 
results for finite dimensional H were proved in [2]. The methods and applications are 
inspired from [8,9]. 
1. Preliminaries 
This section establishes the notation and contains some basic simple results which 
will be used in the second section and subsequent work. Throughout this paper, H will 
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denote a cosemisimple Hopf algebra over the field kl, such that the antipode S of H is 
bijective, with composition inverse S’. 
The comultiplication (resp. counit) of H will be denoted by A (resp. E). We will use 
the standard sigma notation [ll]: 
A(h) = Ch, 0 h2. 
A will always denote a right H-comodule algebra, i.e. the algebra A is a right H- 
comodule with structure map pA: A ---f A @ H, PA(a) = CaCo, @ atlj, and pa is an 
algebra map. Let us denote B = AcoH = {a E A:p,(a) = a 0 l}. By will be the cat- 
egory of left B-modules. 
The category of (A, H)-Hopf modules *JZZ’~ consists of left A-modules M which are 
also right H-comodules via pw: M + M @ H, PM(m) = Cmco, @ mCl, such that for all 
aEA,mEMwehave 
pM(am) = .%0pq0j 0 a(p(l). 
Morphisms in this category are A-linear and H-colinear maps, Let H* denote the 
linear dual of H, which is an algebra under convolution. It is well known that H* is 
a left H-module via 
(h -+ h*)(g) = h*(gh) 
and a right H-module via 
(h* + h)(g) = h*(hg), 
where h* E H, h, g E H. 
We form (cf. [S]) the smash product A #H*, which is A 0 H* as a k-vector space, 
and multiplication given by 
(a’ # h’*) (a # h*) = Ca’aCo, #(h’* + a&h* 
for all a’ a E A h’* h* E H*. 
It was’remarked ‘in [S] that an object of A&H is a left A# H*-module, and in [3] 
that a left A # H*-module which is rational as an H*-module may be regarded as an 
(A, H)-Hopf module (hence an object of A_&!H). Thus a&n is a Grothendieck category 
[3]. Recall that a left (resp. right) integral of H is an element 5 E H* such that 
h*t = h*(l)4 (resp. th* = h*(l)t) for all h* E H* [ll]. Since H is cosemisimple, there 
exists a left integral +!I E H* such that 4(l) = 1 (see [l] or [ll]). 
As in the finite dimensional case, we have the following: 
1.1. Proposition (i) 45 is a right integral. In particular, 4 = c#L!~ = &-’ is a right 
integral too, and 4” = 4. 
’ The main result of our paper remains valid if one works over a commutative ring R, if one assumes that the 
Hopf algebra H is projective, with bijective antipode, and with a left integral C$ such that d(l) = 1. 
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(ii) IJ we denote hy 4: H + A, 6(h) = 4(h). l,,,, then 6 is (I total integral (i.e. 4 is an 
H-comodule map such that 4(l) = 1) [6]. 
(iii) 4(h) 1~ = L4(hl)hz = L~I b(h,). 
Proof. (i) Let h* E H*, g E H and g’ = S(g). Then we have 
(($S)h*)(g) = ((#S)h*)(S-‘(g’)) = X($S- ‘)(g;)(h*S-‘)(.4;) 
= ((h*S- ‘M)(g’) = (h*S-‘)(1)4(g’) = h*(l)(@)(g) 
hence $S is a right integral. Now 
4 = (4WlM = (4W = (4S)&l) = 46 
and so $2 = 4. 
(ii) We want to show that 6: H + A is left H*-linear, where H and A have left 
H*-module structures given by their right H-comodule structures: 
h*. h = Ch, h*(hJ and h*.u = ~ucOj h*(u,,,), 
for all h* E H*, h E H, a E A. We have 
&h*.h) = xc#@,)h*(h,) 1, = (4h*)(h) 1, = h*(l)$(h) lA = h*(l)$(h) = h*&h) 
(because p,(&)) = 4(h)lA 0 lH). 
(iii) C$ (h) 1” = xc$(h,)h,, since for all h* E H*, we have 
P#@,)h*(h,) = (M*)(h) = #(h)h*(l,) 
(4 is a right integral). The other equality is proved in a similar way, using the fact that 
4 is also a left integral. 
We will denote by G = G(H) the group of‘group-like elements of H. 
Let x E G. For each M E A.&n we define T,(M) = M as A-modules, and 
(here Mm) = 23 mco, 0 mcl,). Now px, ,,, induces a right H-comodule structure on 
T,(M), making it into an object of A,,KH. It is easy to see that T,:A~l’ + *4?” 
defines a functor (this is the analogue of the suspension functor in the graded case 
[2,8]. It is also straightforward to check that 
1.2. Proposition. T, is an isomorphism of categories with inverse T, I. 
Let now use M E A,XH. For each x E G, define M, = {m E M : PM(m) = m @ x}. It is 
now easy to see that the correspondence M -+ M, defines a functor 
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Note that k)r = (*)coH is an exact functor by [6, 10, 3.21 and Proposition 1.1 (ii). This 
property will also follow from the fact that e)r has a left and right adjoint. With this 




Proof. Let M E AAH and m E M. Then m E M, if and only if PM(m) = m 0 x, or 
p.Jm) = m 0 xx-l = m @ 1, or m E TX(M)eoH. 
For x E G, we say that YE H* is a left (resp. right) x-integral if h*Y = h*(x)Y (resp. 
Y/r* = h*(x)Y) for all h* E H*. Hence a l-integral is what is usually called an integral. 
The following is the infinite dimensional version of [3,1.6]. 
1.4. Proposition. (i) x-l + 4 = 4 c x-i is a left and right x-integral 
(ii) (x-l+~)S=~+~and(~+x-‘)=x-t~. 
Proof. (i) Let us show that x-l -+ 4 is a right x-integral. Let h* E H*, h E H. We have 
((x-l -+ @h*)(h) = C&h,x-‘)h*(h,) = Cq5(h,x-‘)(x -, h*)(h/) 
= (4(x + h*))(hx-‘) = (x + h*)(l) +(hx-‘) 
= h*(x)(x-’ +4)(h). 
In a similar way we can show that 4 t x-l is a left x-integral. Now 
x-l-Sf$=(~+x-l )(x)(x-l + 4) = (x-l + 4)($J +x-l) 
=(X-l+f$)(X)(&-X-l)=+X-l. 
(ii) For h E H we have (x-’ -+ +)(S(h)) = C$ (S(h)x-‘) = (4S)(xh) = (4 +x)(h). 
The other assertion follows in a similar way. 
We end this section by defining the trace maps: 
1.5. Proposition. Let M E aAH and x E G. Dejne Y, : M + M, by 
Y,(m) = X(x-’ + $)(m&m(0,. 
Then YX is a B-linear map which is the identity on M,. We will denote Yl by Y. 
Proof. We will only show that Y’, is well defined; the other assertions are left to the 
reader. Let m E M. Then 
h4VU,W) = C 9%bX 
-1 
bq0),,, 0 m(0),,, 
= CmcO) 0 ~(m(1)(2,X-‘)m(0),l,X -lx 
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-1 = Cmco, 0 de(l,X )x 
= YJm) Q x 
(we used Proposition 1.1 (iii)). 
2. Main result 
H, A, B, A# H*, S ‘, G, Yy,, !P will be as in Section 1. Let us define the coinduced 
functor. Let NE B&. Then Hom,(A, N) is a left A-module under the following 
operation, for allfe HomB(A, N), a, b E A: @f)(b) =f(ba). 
Forf E Hom,(A, N), we define p(f): A + N Q H by 
p(f)(b) = Cf(b,o,) 0 s-i@,,,) 
for all b E A. Clearly p(f) E Hom,(A, N 0 H). 
If p(f) E HomB(A, N) @ H c Hom,(A, N 0 H)‘, then we say thatfis rational. We 
will denote 
HOMB(A, N) = (f E HomB(A, N):f is rational). 
We then have the following property: 
p(f) = Uo, 0 fU, E HomB(A, N) 0 H 
if and only if for all b E A: 
If,,,(b) 0 .fw = Cf(b,o,) 0 S-‘(bd (2.1.1) 
2.1. Lemma. With notations as above the map p makes HOM,(A, N) into a right 
H-comodule. 
Proof. We have to show that p(HOMB(A, N)) c HOMB(A, N) @ H. To this end, we 
need the following general property: let R be a commutative ring, and suppose that we 
are given maps between two short exact sequences in R-mod: 
We consider X’ (resp. Y’) as a submodule of X (resp. Y), and we denote _-Z (resp. jj) for 
the image of x (resp. y) in x” (resp. Y “). Then X’ =f - ’ (Y') if and only if f” is 
injective. The proof of this property is a standard diagram chasing argument. 
‘This inclusion holds automatically over a field. If k is a commutative ring, then we need the fact that H is 
projective as a k-module. 
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Now take X’ = HOM&I, N), X = HomB(A, N), Y’ = Horn&l, N) 0 H and 
Y = HomB(,4, N @ H). Then the above identity implies that X” + Y” is injective. 
Therefore, since H is k-flat, X” 0 H + Y” @ H is injective, and this implies, again 
using the above property, that 
HOM&f, N) @ H 
=(x=Ci~Ohi~Home(A,N)OH:(pOI)(x)~Hom,(A,N)OHOH). 
Takefe Horn@, N), and write p(f) = Iho, 0 Al,. Then 
(P 0 I)P(f) = c P(.&,) 0 f(l), 
hence for all b E A: 
(P 0 I) ~(f)(b) = D(&)(b) 0 Al, 
= C&G& 0 S- ‘(btl,) 0 Ai, 
= Cf(b,,,) 0 s-i@,,,) 0 s-i@,,,) 
= C&,(b) 0 Ai, 0 J2i (apply 10 d to (21.1)) 
= (10 4Af)(b). 
Therefore 
(P 0 0~4.f) = (10 4&f) = C.fio,(b) 0 .h 0 h2) E Hom&4 W 0 H 0 H, 
and p(f) E HOMB(A, N) @ H, finishing the proof of the lemma. 
2.2. Lemma. With notations as above, HOM,(A, N) is an (A, H)-Hopfmodule. 
Proof. We have to show that, for all a E A, f E HOM&l, N): 
p(4) = C qoJi0) 0 adil~. 
Indeed, for all b E A, we have 
&f)(b) = C(af)(b& 0 S-‘(bJ 
= C(q&)(b& 0 a(z)S-‘(a(l))S-‘(b~l,) 
= Cf(b,,,qoJ 0 q&‘(bo,aoJ 
= C(I 0 a(z)) (f(&,qoJ 0 S-i(bo)qi)) 
= C(1 0 qii)(f;o@+oJ 0 Ai)) 
= C.&Da& 0 a&&,. 
We will also use the notation. 
Coind(N) = HOMB(A, N). 
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Let us point out another possible definition for Coind(N), N E By. It is straightfor- 
ward to check that the set Horn&l, N) becomes a left A #H*-module under the 
following operation, for all f E Horn&t, N), a, b E A, h* E H*: 
((a#h*)f)(b) = Cf(h*(s-‘(b~l,acl,))b~o,aco,). 
Then Coind(N) is the sum of all A #H*-submodules of Horn&, N) which are 
rational as H*-modules. As remarked in the previous section, Coind(N) is an object of 
a~H, which coincides with the previous definition. In fact, Lemma 2.2 says that it is 
enough to take Coind(N) as the sum of all rational H*-submodules of Horn&t, N). If 
U: N + N’ is B-linear, then we define Coind(u)(f) = u of: It is clear that 
u of E Coind(N’), since for all b E A: 
,@“f)(b) = D(f(bd) 0 S-l(b,d = (u 0 OdS(b)), 
so 
p(u of)(b) = Cb”&J Oh E Han-44 N’) 0 H. 
It is easy to see that in this way, we have defined a functor 
Coind = HOMa(A, l ) : &if + *&it’” 
which is called the coinduced functor. 
We will soon explain our two notations for the coinduced functor. The restriction of 
pa to B makes B a right H-comodule algebra and A becomes a (B, H)-Hopf module. 
For N E &S!’ define PN: N + N 0 H, pN(n) = n 0 1. Thus N may be regarded as 
a (B, H)-Hopf module, and HOMB(A, N) is exactly the H-comodule introduced in 
[12]. We note the fact that Coind is a HOM was already known long ago for graded 
modules, as Prof. C. Nastbescu told us, but it seems that this remark does not appear 
explicitly anywhere. 
The main result of this note is the following: 
2.3. Theorem. Coind is a right adjoint for (*)coH and (*)cOHoCoind = QBd. 
Proof. Let M E AAH and N E By. We define 
CI : Homg(MCoH, N) + HomcA, H) (M, Coind(N)) 
/I : Hom(,, H) (M, Coind(N)) --f Homg(NCOH, N) 
as follows: for each u E Homg(MCO”, N), put 
&4(@(4 = u(‘Y(4) 
for all m E M, a E A. (Recall from Proposition 1.5 that Y = Y1 : M + McoH is given by 
Y(m) = Cq5(mcl,)mco,). It is clear that, for m EM, u E HomB(MCOH, N), a(u)(m) is B- 
linear. We also have that a(u) is A-linear: for all a, b E A, m E M, we have 
&4(bm)(4 = 4Y(abm)) = 44(m)@@ = (b(44)(m)))(4 
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Furthermore, a(u) is H-colinear and CX(U) E HOM,(A, N) c Horn,@, N). It suffices to 
show that the following diagram is commutative: 
M 
Nut 
* Honda, N) 
I PM 1 P 
M @ H a(u)@JI -Hom&4, N) 63 H c Hom&4, N @I H) 
For all m E M, a E A, we have 
p(ct(u)(m))(a) = Cu(Y(qojm)) 0 K’(a& = Cu(~(acl,mcl,)aco,m(0)) @ S-‘(a(2)) 
and 
(~$4) 0 Z)(p+,, 0 m&(a) = C+)(mco,)(4 0 m(l) = CW(am(0))) @ m(l) 
= Cu(~(a(l,m(l,)aco,mo,) @ m(2). 
To show that p(a(u)(m)) = (a(u) 0 1)(&m)), we invoke Proposition 1.1 (iii) and the 
fact that q5 is an integral taking the value 1 at 1: 
Cu(~(acl,mcl,)acO)m(0)) 0 S-l(a(2J 
= Cu(~(l)~(a(,,m(l,)a(o,m(o,) 0 S-‘(a(2J 
= CU(~(a(2)m(2))~(a(l,m(l,)a(o,m(o)) @ S-‘(ad 
= C4d(aclJmclj)ac0jmc0J 0 s-‘(a,2,)~(a,2,m,2,)1 
= C44(acljmclj)a(0jm(0j) 0 S-‘(a(4))~(a(2)m(2))a(3)m(~) 
= CU(~(a(2)m(2))~(a(l,m(l,)a(o,mco)) 0 Wada(3)m(3) 
= Cu(~(acl,mcl,)acO,mcO~) 0 m(2). 
We define now for each v E Hom,,,,,(M, Coind(N)) 
NW) = VW) (1) 
for all m’ E McoH. It is clear that p(v) is B-linear. 
We will next show that (W/?)(V) = v for all v E Horq,,,,(W Coind(N)). Indeed, for 
all a E A and m E M, we have: 
u(B(v))(m)(a) = P(f4(y(am)) = P(v)(C~(a(l~m(l~)a(o~m(o~) 
= v(C~(acl,mcl,)aco,m(o))(l) 
= ~(acop)(4(acljm&m(od(l) (0 is A-linear) 
= X4(4 + ad(mdm(0J(a(0J 
= ~((4 c a~l,).u)(m)(a~o,) (u is H-colinear and H*-linear) 
= Cv(m)((4 + ac2))((S-1(ada(~d) 
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= c 4m)(m(*,S- %(l,b(O,)) 
= u(m)(u). 
For all u E Homg(MCoH, N), m’ E McoH, we have: 
B(a(u))(m’) = +)(m’)(l) = C+(m;lJu(m;0J = u(m’), 
so (/I 0 CI) (u) = U. This finishes the proof of the first statement. 
Let us now prove the second assertion in the statement. For each N E BJ, we have 
the natural B-linear map 
8: (HOM,(A, N))‘OH + N 
given by /3(f) =f(l). We show that 8 is an isomorphism. 19 is injective: suppose that 
f(1) = 0 and that p(f) =f @ 1. Then we have for all a E A: 
f(a) 0 Z = Cf(%,) 0 S-V%,). 
Applying Z 0 4 to both sides, and using the fact that q%(l) = 1, we obtain 
f(a) = J-@&l) = c 4(s- %ql,))f(%,) = C.f(4(%3~(0)) =f W(4) 
= Y(a) f(1) = 0. 
To show that 0 is surjective, consider n E N, and define f:A + N by f(a) = Y(u)n. 
Clearly f( 1) = n, so it suffices to show that p(f) = f 0 1. Indeed, invoking proposi- 
tion 1.1 (iii) we have: 
Cf(qo,) 0 S-‘(qr,) = c Y(qo,)n 0 S-‘(Q) 
= c $J(ql))qop 0 s- ‘(q2,) = Cqo,n 0 ~-‘(w,l,)~~2)) 
= 1 qo,n 0 S-‘(~(ao,)l) = c Y(a)n 0 1 = f(u) 0 1. 
From Theorem 2.3, using Proposition 1.2 and 1.3, we obtain 
2.4. Corollary. (i) Zf x E G, then TX-l 0 Coind is a right udjoint for (.)x, and 
(*)x 0 TX-, 0 Coind E Id. 
(ii) TX-) 0 Ind is a right udjointfor (=),, and 
(*)*o T,+oInd 2 id. 
2.5. Corollary. Zf N is an injective B-module, then Coind(N) is an injective object in 
‘&kH. 
2.6. Corollary. ,A is equivalent to the quotient category of ,&TH moduio the toe&zing 
subcategory Kere )coH. 
We give now some applications of the coinduced functor. We begin by 
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2.7. Proposition. Let M E *AH. We have a functorial morphism of (A, H)-Hopf mod- 
ules 
v(M) : M -+ Coind(McoH) 
given by v(M)(m)(a) = Y(am), for m E M, a E A. Then Im(v(M)) is an essential sub- 
object of Coind(McoH) in the category _&VH. 
Proof. It is enough to show that Im(v(M)) is an essential A#H*-submodule of 
Coind(McoH). Let f E Coind(McoH), f # 0. Thus there exists a E A, f(a) # 0, 
f(a) = m E McoH. Then we have for any b E A: 
v(M)(m)(b) = y(bm) = y(b)f (a) =f(y(b)a) - (af )(Y(b)) = (4(af ))(b), 
so 4(af) = ((I# $)(a# l))f E Im(v(M)). 
On the other hand, 4(af) # 0, since ($(af))(l) = f(a) = m # 0. 
2.8. Corollary. Zf M E A&H and x E G, then Im(v,(M) is an essential subobject of 
TX-l (Coind(M,)), where v,(M):M + TXml(Coind(M,)) is given by v,(M)(m)(a) = 
Y,(am). 
We describe now injective envelopes in A~H, as in Section 2 of [2] and Section 1 of 
[S]. For each x E G, we put Ce, = {M E a&H 1 M, # O}. Since (0)x is an exact functor, it 
follows that %?* is a localizing subcategory of A&H. We say that M E AAH is x-faithful 
if z,(M) = 0, where z, is the torsion radical associated to the localizing subcategory 
gX. As an example, we note that if the extension B c A is Galois, then all M E aAH 
are x-faithful (because gX = (O}), for all x E G (see [7] or [lo]). 
The proofs of our final results closely follow the ones in [S] and [9]. Moreover, they 
are identical to the proofs in [a], and will therefore be omitted. 
2.9. Corollary. The following assertions hold for x E G: (i) if Q E aAH is injective and 
x-faithful, then QX is injective over B, and 
Q g TX-~(Coind(Q,)); 
(ii) $ M E ,&YH is x-faithful, then 
E(M) z TX-l(Coind(E,(M,)); 
(E(*)(resp. Es(*)) denotes the injective envelope in *J%‘~ (resp. BJY)). 
If 1 E A~H is a simple object with CX # 0, then: 
(iii) C is x-faithful, and E(C) z TX-1 (Coind(E,(C,)); 
(iv) xX is a simple B-module; 
(4 En&, H)(C) g End&,). 
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